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Abstract- In highly populated Countries like India, everyday people lose their lives because of accidents and
poor emergency facilities. Some of the rescue teams face difficulty in reaching the injured people to due late
alerts and insufficient information of the specific accident location. The advent of the mobile phone and Internet
of Things (IoT) industries reshaped the way people communicate and brought a paradigm shift to public and
private services. This ever-evolving technology marked the beginning of new era affecting the lives of people
and various businesses. This paper express to provide a solution for such a problem we are going to proposed an
IoT system which instantly notifies the Public Safety Organization (PSO) headquarter whenever an accident
takes place and pinpoints its geographic coordinates on the map. When an accident takes place, a vibration
sensor detects it. Then, an algorithm is applied to process the sensor signal and send the geographic location
along with some medical information of passengers to the server, indicating accident occurrence. Server will
forwards the details to nearest rescue teams.
Index Terms- IoT, accident detection, ambulance management, health care center, vibration sensor, fingerprint
scanner.
1. INTRODUCTION
Smartphone-based
accident
detection
applications have both advantages and disadvantages
relative to conventional in-vehicle accident detection
systems, e.g., they are vehicle-independent,
increasingly pervasive, and provide rich data for
accident analysis, including pictures and videos.
Building a Smartphone-based accident detection
system is hard, however, because phones can be
dropped (and generate false positives) and the phone is
not directly connected to the vehicle. In contrast,
conventional in-vehicle accident detection systems
rarely incur false positives because they rely on
sensors, such as accelerometers and airbag sensors,
that directly detect damage to the vehicle[5]. The time
interval between the occurrence of an accident and the
arrival of an ambulance is critical in reducing the
mortality rate. The victims of the accident may be in
an unconscious state, and cannot be expected to place
a call to the emergency services control room, when
an accident happens. Hence, an in-vehicle accident
detection module can be used[3]. Further, in a country
like India, where the witnesses are expected to inform
the emergency services control room when an accident
occurs, a lot of delay can happen[4].
In India, it takes 30 seconds on an average for
the Communications Officer to collect relevant
information, and three minutes for the Dispatchment
Officer to dispatch an ambulance to the location.
Further, the ambulance driver needs to identify the
accident location based on cues provided by the
officer and sail through the heavy traffic. It takes
another 48 hours after the accident to conduct a

follow-up to check the impact of the care[6]. A lot of
delay arises in each and every stage due to the human
element involved. In this paper, we propose a system
that can intelligently detect accidents, and dispatch
and guide the nearest ambulance to the accident
location with minimal delay involved. Before moving
into the details of the proposed method we briefly
review the related literature.
2. RELATED WORK


An IOT Approach to Vehicle Accident
Detection , Reporting and Navigation[20]
One particular concern that Public Safety
Organizations (PSO) must account for whilst engaging
in many activities is decreasing the effect of vehicle
accidents, aiding as many injured people as possible
and providing 24/7 on the spot rescue. The Red Cross
humanitarian organization is one of the most known
PSOs to be present on-site whenever an accident or a
disaster takes place. However, some of the rescue
teams face difficulty in reaching the injured people to
due late alerts and insufficient information of the
specific accident location. The advent of the mobile
phone and Internet of Things (IoT) industries reshaped
the way people communicate and brought a paradigm
shift to public and private services. This technology
marked the beginning of new era affecting the lives of
people and various businesses. This paper conveys a
smart and reliable IoT system solution which instantly
notifies the PSO headquarter whenever an accident
takes place and pinpoints its geographic coordinates
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on the map. When an accident takes place, a shock
sensor detects it. Then, an algorithm is applied to
process the sensor signal and send the geographic
location along with some ancillary information to the
PSO headquarter, indicating accident occurrence. This
is a promising system expected to aid in the tedious
rescuing process by reporting in a matter of seconds
the location of an accident, the passengers injured,
blood types, thus lowering death’s rates.
The
geographical data collected from this system could be
relied upon as admissible evidence or indicator of the
road state and conditions.
 Accident Detection and Reporting System
using GPS , GPRS and GSM
Technology[2]
Speed is one of the basic reasons for vehicle accident.
Many lives could have been saved if emergency
service could get accident information and reach in
time. Nowadays, GPS has become an integral part of a
vehicle system. This paper proposes to utilize the
Fig 1. Block Diagram of Proposed system
capability of a GPS receiver to monitor speed of a
vehicle and detect accident basing on monitored speed
and send accident location to an Alert Service Center.
The GPS will monitor speed of a vehicle and compare
with the previous speed in every second through a
Microcontroller Unit. Whenever the speed will be
below the specified speed, it will assume that an
accident has occurred[14]. The system will then send
the accident location acquired from the GPS along
with the time and the speed by utilizing the GSM
network. This will help to reach the rescue service in
time and save the valuable human life.
A Comprehensive Solution To Road
Traffic Accident Detection and
Ambulance Management[21]
Delay in providing Emergency Medical Services
(EMS) is the cause of the high mortality rate in road
trafﬁc accidents in countries like India. There is delay
involved in each and every stage of the process, right
from reporting an accident to dispatching an
ambulance, till the patient is safely handed over to the
casualty. Minimizing this delay can help save lives.
We propose a comprehensive solution to both accident
detection and ambulance management. When the in–
vehicle accident detection module reports an accident,
the main server automatically dispatches the nearest
ambulance to the accident spot. The android
application used by the ambulance driver assists the
driver to reach the location quickly and safely.
Automation of accident detection and ambulance
dispatch, along with providing guidance to the
ambulance driver, is achieved here. This can save
precious time and help standardize the whole process.



Accident Reporting and Guidance System
with Automatic Detection of the
Accident[8]
Mobile phones have been present in our lives
for over 20 years during which they have become
indispensable. Due to the hardware and software
characteristics of the smartphones, these devices are
suitable to work as terminals for accident guidance
and reporting system[15]. The goal of the paper is to
present the design and implementation of such a
system, able to give a set of information from the user,
information that is associated with a location using a
GPS Tracking system and creates an accident report.
The system sends the GPS coordinates of the person,
display the coordinates on a map and computes the
shortest route to the accident site. Also, the system is
able to automatic detect an accident when occurs. The
paper focuses on the mobile part of the system.
3. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
According to the Association for Safe
International Road Travel (ASIRT), nearly 1.3 million
people die in road crashes each year, 20-50 million are
injured or disabled[12]. The challenges imposed to
local PSOs in saving human lives resulting from
vehicles accidents have become a crucial concern. To
provide a solution for such a problem we are going to
propose an IoT system which instantly notifies the
Public Safety Organization (PSO) headquarter
whenever an accident takes place and pinpoints its
geographic coordinates on the map[23]. When an
accident takes place, a vibration sensor detects it.
Then, an algorithm is applied to process the sensor
signal and send the geographic location along with
some medical information of passengers to the server,
indicating accident occurrence. Server will forwards
the details to nearest rescue teams.
3.1. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE





To notify information of the accident to the
nearest ambulance.
Detect accidents in significantly less time and
sends the basic information to the ambulance
within a few seconds covering geographical
coordinates.
To make a system which will provide the
detailed information of accident within short
period of time.

4. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The Android user can be ambulance driver or
any member of hospital’s rescue team. When an
accident occurs server will notify the android user
(rescue team). If user responds to the request the
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server starts to track the user until he reach to the
destination.

free with a simple "sudo apt install xxx". (The base
Debian repository has some 84,000 software packages,
all free. Though Raspbian will have less because its
ARM based).
5. CONCLUSION

Fig 2. Raspberry-pi sensor Interface
When an individual riding his/her vehicle,
meets with an accident, there is a chance that the
individual may suffer from a serious injury or expire
instantaneously and there is no one around to help
him. Well this system is a solution to the problem[11].
The system acts as an accident identification system
that gathers and sends this vehicle information that
met with an accident, and conveys it to the nearest
control room. For this the user vehicle is fixed with an
RF transmitter circuit that has a vibration sensor along
with raspberry pi, RF encoder and also fitted with an
RF transmitter. Whenever a user vehicle meets with
any accident, the vibration sensor detects and gives its
output. This output is then detected by the
microcontroller. Now the microcontroller sends this
change detection signal to an RF transmitter. The RF
transmitter now intern begins transmitting this
accident data.
Raspberry-pi interface with vibration sensor:
The Raspberry Pi is a series of small singleboard computers developed in the United Kingdom
details of the board, so that the Raspberry Pi's OS is
informed of the HAT, and the technical details of it,
relevant to the OS using the HAT.
1.2 GHz
64/32-bit quad-core ARM Corte ystem-on-chip
used Broadcom BCM2837 emory 1 GB LPDDR2
RAM at 900 MHz. Vibration sensor is used to sense
the occurrence of accident. Sensor is connected to
raspberry-pi through GPIO pins. The Raspberry Pi is a
series of small single-board computers developed in
the United Kingdom by the Raspberry Pi Foundation
to promote the teaching of basic computer science in
schools and in developing countries. The original
model became far more popular than anticipated,
selling outside of its target market for uses such as
robotics. Peripherals (including keyboards, mice and
cases) are not included with the Raspberry Pi. Some
accessories however have been included in several
official and unofficial bundles. Raspbian is full Linux,
a rich, powerful, and comprehensive development
environment. As noted previously the common
languages, debuggers, profilers, editors and other
support tools are included within Raspbian (even the
cut down "Lite" version has C/C++ and python).
Countless other languages and tools are available for

We proposed and implemented an IoT system
which may help the community decreasing the death
rates resulting from vehicles accidents. This solution
provided many advantages compared to traditional
systems, namely, minimizing injured passengers
interaction, providing basic medical information to
rescue teams, recognizing exact and accurate accidents
locations, and facilitating the routing process.
Reliability test showed that the system is robust, that
is, available and serviceable specially when the IoT
device keeps sending continuous notification of crash
occurrence until it makes sure its reception by the
headquarter (server) The presence of a server with
secured log– in for administration staff, lets us keep an
eye on ambulance dispatch services for multiple
accidents at the same time. It is easy to monitor the
performance of ambulance drivers too. With the
android application, navigating through the heavy
traffic becomes easy for the ambulance driver, as
routes with less traffic are automatically suggested.
The main purpose of the system is to find the nearest
medical unit from the accident location. This was
achieved by using some features that the GPS receiver
and Google Maps are providing[10]. The server
application together with the mobile one and the
database compose the strongly connected client-server
applications system and there is no sense of using one
part without the other one.
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